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Pets can help people to recover from long-term illnesses

 People who are in hospital for several months are called the long-term sick. 

While they are in hospital, they will be given medicine, various forms of treatment,  

and physical therapy. In some cases, they will have surgery. But are there any other 

ways of helping these people to get better? The answer is ‘yes’. In the United 

Kingdom, medical professionals are advising people who have been sick for long 

periods of time to buy a pet. This is usually a dog or a cat.

 People with long-term illnesses tend to spend a lot of time at home, and do not 

go out a lot. They may be isolated and lonely. Medical professionals say that a pet 

can have a dramatic effect on people who have been sick for a long time. For example, 

people experience less stress, have lower blood pressure, and reduced risk of having a 

heart attack. Dogs are especially good at encouraging owners to get exercise. 

Walking a dog each day often leads to conversations with other people, and motivates 

owners to have healthier more structured lives.

 A study was done on people with long-term illnesses who got a pet after a long 

period in hospital. Of these people, 87 percent said they felt it had a positive effect on 

their lives. And 76 percent said having a pet made them feel more motivated, and 

helped them to cope with everyday life. 

 The effects of having a pet are now widely accepted as positive, and some hospitals 

are allowing pets to visit their owners while they are in hospital. As a result of such 

visits, people say they suffer less stress and pain. They also feel more motivated to 

leave the hospital and get back home to their pet. This shows that for the long-term 

sick, having a pet has a lot of benefits. 

（Clive Langham, Steps to Academic English -Basic- 2021
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 Long-term patients staying in hospital are advised to in the UK. 

 have a pet as part of treatment

 have expensive surgery to get better

 stay at home and isolate themselves

 take as much medicine as possible

 According to the reading, is NOT one of the positive effects of 

owning a pet. 

 encouraging communication with others

 encouraging owners to get exercise 

 losing weight by walking with dogs

 reducing stress

 According to a study of long-term patients in hospital, many people

 said that owning a pet improved their lives

 said that they wanted to have a pet after leaving the hospital

 were advised by their families to have pets

 were against having pets in hospital

 Some hospitals now allow

 patients to get back home to take care of their pets

 patients to keep a dog or a cat in hospitals

 pets to come and spend time with their owners at hospital

 pets to stay until their owners leave the hospital

 The underlined word “motivated” is closest in meaning to

 discussed encouraged frightened　 experienced
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 Akiko : Hi, Bob. You look serious. Any problem?

 Bob : Yes. I don’t know what to do about this book.

 Akiko : That looks bad ?

 Bob : I dropped it in water. When I fell down in the rain last week, it dropped out 

of my bag into a pond.

 Akiko : Oh dear can you?

 Bob : No. I tried to dry it to get it back to the good condition, but

 Akiko : It can’t be helped ?

 Bob : No, this is Hiro’s. I borrowed it from him. This is his favorite.

 Akiko : Are you going to return it to him?

 Bob : I can’t. I was going to but it’s so expensive.

 Akiko : How much?

 Bob : The book is out of print now, so I can only buy a copy online. The cheapest 

would cost more than 10,000 yen.

 Akiko : No way! That’s expensive

 Bob : But I’m responsible for the damage. I’ve also heard that the Japanese way is 

to buy a new one

 Akiko : It depends. The online book is too expensive!

 Bob : I don’t want to disappoint Hiro either. He’s a good friend of mine and he’s 

always nice to me.

 Akiko : I know him too. I don’t think

 Bob : What should I do then?

 Akiko : You can only explain the accident and say sorry to him sincerely.

 Bob : ? Do you think he will accept it?

 Akiko : I’m sure he will. He will be more pleased if you tell him how much you’ve 

enjoyed the book.

 Bob : We’ve always shared the joy of reading together. Thank you, Akiko, for your 

good advice

 Akiko : My pleasure.
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 Did you buy it Do you like it

 What happened to it Where should you find it

 You can’t read it any more We can dry it if necessary

 It can be a good book again You couldn’t lend it to me

 it may be better again anyone can dry it

 it got worse you need to do that

 Is it yours Are you afraid of it

 Is it easy to fix it Do you think Hiro knows it

 return it when I saw him buy a new one and give it to him

 ask you its price get another book to return to you

 It may be a good idea You shouldn’t buy it

 You can’t buy any better I can find more expensive one

 because it’s rude to do so when you borrow something at school

 before it gets very cheap if you lost someone else’s things

 he’s going to be nice to you he’d want you to waste money

 that’s good enough he regards you as a friend

 Is that all Don’t you know that

 Has he tried it Doesn’t it sound good

 You will return the book I will follow it 

 You have to share the joy I can be a good advisor too
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 If students don’t understand, try saying things other words.

 on under in at

 That movie was too for me, so I closed my eyes the whole time!

 scared scaring scares scary

 Where is temple where Oda Nobunaga died?

 a some any the

 my vacation in Paris was difficult because I don’t speak French.

 Whoever Whenever However Wherever

A good chef always his food as he makes it.

 tastes taste tasteful tasty
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① 1

② 3

③ 1

④ 3

⑤ 2

⑥ 3

⑦ 1

⑧ 3

⑨ 1

⑩ 2

⑪ 2

⑫ 4

⑬ 2

⑭ 1

⑮ 2

⑯ 3

⑰ 4

⑱ 4

⑲ 3

⑳ 1
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